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â€œA joyous epicâ€•â€”Larry McMurtryâ€™s bestselling, Pulitzer Prize-winning masterpiece about
the Old West, now with a new preface by the author. â€¢ An enduring American classic: Already a
beloved American novel and award-winning miniseries, the Pulitzer Prize-winning Lonesome Dove
is widely considered to be Larry McMurtryâ€™s greatest work. â€¢ Repackaged and updated: This
new paperback edition will feature a contemporary look with new material, guaranteeing its place in
history. â€¢ A love story, an adventure, and an epic of the frontier: Set in the late nineteenth
century, Lonesome Dove is the story of a cattle drive from Texas to Montana. Augustus McCrae
and W. F. Call are former Texas rangersâ€”partners and friendsâ€”who have shared hardship and
danger without ever quite understanding each other. Gus is the romantic, a reluctant rancher who
has a way with women. Call is driven and demanding, a natural authority figure with no patience for
weakness. The two could hardly be more different, but both are tough, redoubtable fighters who
have learned to count on each other, if nothing else. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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A handful of entertainment works (books, movies, music, TV shows) have connected with me in
ways that I can barely describe. They move me emotionally, they provoke my imagination, and they
make me want to experience them over and over again. They describe people and situations to
which I can completely relate. Bruce Springsteen's music does that for me. Star Wars used to do
that until the prequels came about. The TV show St. Elsewhere used to do it (haven't seen it in

years, but I assume it holds up). And Lonesome Dove continues to do so. There are so many
positive reviews here that it's hard not to be redunant. I agree with it all: believable characters that
you feel like you know, not long enough even at 900 pages, brutal but realistic violence. This is
simply the best book I have ever read, and the emotional impact still rings true after nearly 16 years.
I haven't reread it in several years, but I'm certain that I remember nearly every scene and much of
the dialogue.Several warnings:1) Nothing you read afterwards, for years to come, will compare.
Lonesome Dove will spoil you and diminish everything else you read, no matter how good it may
be.2) It really is not long enough even at it's sizable bulk. You will not want this to end. It starts
slowly, but like the cattle drive it depicts, it builds momentum.3) You will have a difficult time
convincing anyone else to read this fine book. You'll hear several standard excuses, especially "I
don't like Westerns" and "It's too long" (refer people who say this to my #2 warning above). I know
few people who have ever read the book, but those of us who have share the same feelings. It's
frustrating to read something so wonderful yet have so few people with whom to share it.4)
McMurtry's sequel and prequels are inferior.

Lonesome Dove is a modern classic. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for fiction, the popularity of this
book, the acclaim it has received and the cult status it has achieved with readers has tended to
overshadow some of Larry McMurtry's other work and the attention to this one book has even
become tiresome to the curmudgeonly Texas author. However, as a frequent reader of the prolific
writer's fiction, I can attest to the fact that it is McMurtry's finest book and the one that gave readers
his most memorable characters - the talkative, colorful Gus McCrae and the taciturn, deliberate
Woodrow Call - aging former Texas Rangers who run a down-at-the-heels ranch near the Mexican
border that they subsidize with cattle stolen on nocturnal raids across the border. The novel is about
an epic cattle drive all the way from southern Texas to Montana. This famous "long drive" was
actually a rare occurrence in the historic west as the expansion of the railroad system made long
cattle drives unnecessary. While most cowboys who lived in the era of the cattle drives - which were
driven by economic necessity in the years following the Civil War when there was a large market for
beef in the north than could only be filled by the millions of head of cattle that had been left to breed
on Texas pastures during the long years of conflict - went on a drive or two from Texas to Kansas
as a rite of passage, a drive from the southern border of the country to its northern extreme would
have been truly epic. In Lonesome Dove the drovers experience and overcome rainstorms and
stampedes, treacherous crossings of swollen rivers, disloyal comrades, raiding Indians and a
deviant, sadistic half-breed killer who stalks the cowboys and their retinue.
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